Sharing Economy: Promote Its Potential to Sustainability by Regulation
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Abstract: The sharing economy is an emerging economic form with the potential to promote sustainable development; it is highly malleable but tends to not be environmentally friendly or necessarily lead to saving resources. Therefore, to give it the inherent logic of sustainable development and realize its great potential, the sharing economy must be made to meet the necessary conditions and be appropriately regulated in the current window of opportunity. This paper proposes that the potential factors of the sharing economy that can promote sustainable development are mainly improving resource utilization efficiency, market impetus and plasticity and transforming consumption patterns and concepts, while the main limiting factors are the excessive demand that is likely to result from to the descending consumption threshold, lack of maintenance motivation due to the sharing of property rights, and uncertainty in the proportions of increased welfare levels and resource consumption. Then, the paper explores the necessary conditions to promote sustainable development in the sharing economy, namely, the required characteristics of shared products and the need to place constraints on consumers. Next, it discusses how to incorporate these conditional factors into the regulatory framework for the future development of the sharing economy and proposes overall principles and ideas for the governance and regulation of producers, consumers, and platform operators in the operation of and participation in the sharing economy. Finally, the paper emphasizes that the line of regulatory thinking should change because the sharing economy differs from traditional economic forms, and it also emphasizes the importance of exploring conditions and explores the related research prospects for studying regulation with environmental sustainability as the regulatory objective.
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1. Introduction

As an emerging economic form covering a wide range of industries, the sharing economy has grown to a considerable scale in the global market, especially in China’s market. It has also maintained a relatively high growth rate, becoming the most active area of economic growth at present. In 2018, the market transaction volume of the sharing economy in China reached 294.2 billion yuan, which was an increase of 41.6% over the previous year. That year, the number of participants in the sharing economy in China was approximately 760 million. The number of people participating in providing sharing economy services was approximately 75 million, which was an increase of 7.1% over the same period. The number of employees was 5.98 million, which was a year-on-year increase of 7.5% [1]. According to data from a PwC consulting analysis; by 2025, the sharing economy may increase its total global revenue to USD 335 billion [2].

With the continuous expansion of the scale of the sharing economy and its continuously growing influence over all economic activity, the sharing economy has gradually become a popular area of
research all over the world. In the past decade, the number and frequency of studies on the theme of the “sharing economy” have increased each year [3,4]. In general, the business models, motivations for participation, behavioral preferences of consumers, behavior of economic subjects [5,6], and construction of theoretical systems [7] of the sharing economy remain popular research areas related to the sharing economy [8]. However, with the development of this research, foreign studies have gradually turned to assessing the environmental benefits [9–11], sustainable conditions, and policies for governance and regulation [12,13] of the sharing economy.

As a new economic form with environmental sustainability potential [7,14], the sharing economy can be an important entry point for exploring and researching the effective promotion of sustainable development. Although the definition of the sharing economy is still controversial among different researchers, the main features of the sharing economy can be characterized by online platform, idle capacity, collaborative consumption, non-ownership, accessibility of share, trust and network-based activity and for-profit activities [10], which are significantly different from the traditional economic form.

In a broad understanding, the sharing economy is a business model designed to provide convenient and cost-effective access to take advantage of underutilized or redundant resources provided by digital platforms [15]. While the sharing economy has had an impact on the traditional economic model, such as a huge innovation due to disruptive technologies [16], it is often accused of permitting improper competition because of its lack of regulation. With the development of the sharing economy, the demand for guidance and regulation is growing [10]. As a new economic form, in this window of opportunity to develop regulations, the question of whether the sharing economy can embody the concept of sustainable development will be important.

In general, sustainability means the developments meet the present use demand while causing little harm to set the future at play [17]. As for the environmental aspect of sustainability [18], its perennial challenge has been the difficulty of practicing it in reality. For both sustainable production and sustainable consumption, practices are required [7] that only the improvement of existing production and consumption patterns after consideration of the environmental impact will bring sustainability, but the production and consumption systems have strong operational inertia. The path to promoting sustainable production and consumption is currently just adding environmentally friendly regulations and governance [12,19,20] to the existing regulatory system. Although some progress has been made, such as the development of cleaner production and circular economy [21,22], it has not fundamentally changed the traditional mass production, mass consumption, and mass production-consumption patterns in the traditional materialist consumption mode [23]. The traditional production-consumption-formed technology-institutional complex has strong inertia and locking effects.

The sharing economy is different in that it does not originate from environmentally friendly considerations. It results from natural choices driven by consumer rationality with the support of information technology. Therefore, it can be considered somewhat natural to the process of economic development. Of course, its emergence has also encountered considerable resistance due to its impact on existing economic development rules and institutional systems. For instance, when Uber and Didi (a platform for mobility sharing) started in China, they were boycotted by many traditional taxi drivers in some cities. Taxi drivers complained that their financial interests were violated as consumers were attracted by the convenience and relative lower price offered by such online platforms [24]. This is inevitable in the process of interest adjustment, but the sharing economy clearly has many supporters among consumers. Therefore, its speed of development has been amazing, and it has become necessary to consider how to form a technical-institutional complex that is compatible with this new form. The sharing economy will systematically change the existing production and consumption system, and now is the window of opportunity to establish shared economic regulation. In this window, making the concept of sustainable development the internal logic of the sharing economy, rather than restricting its role to marketing, is the necessary consideration for research on regulating the sharing economy, and it is also key to whether sustainable development can be practiced effectively.
Therefore, this paper will explore the conditions for promoting the concept of sustainable development of the sharing economy. It will examine the positive and limiting factors of sustainable development currently embodied in the sharing economy, and how to incorporate these conditions into the research framework and guidance for regulation of the future development of the sharing economy. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the potential factors for sharing economy to sustainability, while Section 3 proposes the limiting factors. Since the nature of resource-saving and environmentally friendly is not inherent and inevitable in the sharing economy, conditions for the sharing economy to sustainability are analyzed in Section 4, which includes aspects of requirements on characteristics for shared products and services, and constraints for consumers participating in the sharing economy. In Section 5, overall principles and ideas for governance and regulation of producers, consumers, and platform operators and guidelines for government regulators are discussed. The last section present conclusions and avenues for further research.

2. Potential Factors for Promoting Sustainability

Reducing the use of resources and promoting changes in consumption patterns are considered to be important potential factors for the sharing economy to promote sustainable development. The sharing economy emphasizes “use” rather than “ownership”. This characteristic of this economic form not only allows the full reuse of limited resources, but more importantly, it can promote changes in consumption and thereby the transformation of the production–consumption system and form an endogenous market driving force.

2.1. Improving Resource Utilization Efficiency and Promoting Resource Conservation

Sharing idle products will increase the efficiency of resource utilization, which can help reduce the production of products to promote resource conservation [12] and promote more effective allocation and the utilization of resources in the entire society [25]. Additionally, with sharing, as consumption increases, the resource demand increases disproportionately [26], which is a feature that makes sharing sustainable.

2.2. Market Impetus and Plasticity

Compared to the sharing economy, after decades of development, these traditional forms of sustainable development have become more mature in their production methods, and their corresponding production, operation and supervision systems have been fully formed. It promotes starting from the back end of environmental regulations in designing production regulations, reducing the negative environmental impact of production and consumption. However, in these forms of practice, there are also corresponding problems; as a result of which, they lack a certain completion motivation and fail to fully achieve the expected results. The main problems are the price and cost barriers in these forms of practice [21] and the lack of market-driven mechanisms [22]. Compared to these mature and systematic practices, the sharing economy, as a new practice model that can implement the concept of sustainable development, is characterized by a change from the consumer side and a transformation from the consumer demand to innovation in production models and concepts of enterprise. The behavior of enterprises will be guided more by the market rather than the simple acceptance of the requirements of government and laws. This will enable the continued sustainability of economic operations while achieving environmental sustainability goals. At the same time, the brand-new practice form makes the sharing economy more malleable, and the impact and resistance of the existing economic operation mode and the formed industrial structure are minimal, enabling the promotion of environmental sustainability through regulation.

2.3. Promoting Changes in Consumption Patterns and Ideas

The shift in consumption concepts and motivations brought about by the sharing economy from the demand for the “product” itself to the “service” provided by products will promote the
sustainability of the entire production and consumption chain. The new consumption pattern caused by the sharing economy can promote massive changes in consumption habits [5] and people’s lifestyles and consumption levels [27], and only by changing our lifestyle and consumption levels can humans reduce resource consumption [28], which solves the problem of excessive resource consumption. Internet-based communication [28] and the widespread use of Internet platforms in the sharing economy can help consumption patterns and habits to develop more rapidly and profoundly.

The traditional economic growth model starts by stimulating and inducing people’s consumption demand and then supports a huge production system. In this pattern, consumers always keep their satisfaction and achieve happiness by constantly purchasing new goods [29] even though sometimes they do not have such practical demands. To continuously promote the cycle of production–consumption, inefficient use and accelerated abandonment become the norm in the entire system. Consumption is often oriented toward expansion, beyond practicality, causing tremendous pressure on the resource and environmental systems [23] and forming a so-called “frugal paradox”. However, the sharing economy abandons “ownership” for a “use”-oriented consumption logic, provides consumers with more purchasing options [30] without burden of ownership and reducing transaction costs [31] than traditional products, and makes consumers rethink their purchase behaviors and actual demand, leading to consume with a sense of purpose [23,32], which makes consumption return to practicality and reduces the threshold of consumption to take utility as a consideration. Under this logic, consumers can increase their utility by consuming the services undertaken by the shared products to satisfying their real needs rather than constantly buying new goods so that excessive consumption can be avoided, while producers and platform operators can provide consumers with truly efficient services rather than with more brand new products. The sharing economy can contribute to reduce environmental impacts in such regard.

2.4. Other Potential Factors

In addition, there are larger numbers of smaller individual interactions in the sharing economy that can bring more flexibility, economic vitality and innovation [26]. Sharing can also help increase consumer utility and increase productivity and economic efficiency, which have positive external effects on society [25]. These factors make the sharing economy an important contribution to promoting sustainable development.

3. Limiting Factors

The actual environmental impact of the sharing economy is still uncertain. It does not naturally lead to the reduction of resource consumption and greater environmental benefits. The assertion that the sharing economy is inherently sustainable is unfounded [33,34]. Some researchers even argue that the sharing economy is only a concept taken advantage by entrepreneurs for economic self-interest rather than for sharing [35], where it is unlikely to drive a transition to sustainability [34]. There is no definitive evidence the sharing economy form can minimize consumption [9].

The main factor limiting the ability of the sharing economy to promote sustainable development is the “abuse” problem brought about by the sharing of property rights. This “abuse” can be an additional overconsumption demand that may be generated by the reduction of the consumption threshold caused by the sharing economy, which is often referred to as the “rebound effect”. It can also be the use of the quasi-public goods that the products and services feature, and consumers’ careless use accelerates the depreciation loss of products and services. It can also be the careless use of consumers due to the quasi-public nature of the products and services, thus accelerating the depreciation of the products and services.

3.1. Excessive Demand Due to “Rebound Effect”

The excessive demand generated by the “rebound effect” is considered an important factor in the lack of clarity regarding the benefits of the sharing economy. Sharing reduces the price of goods
or services, which may result in consumers without real needs choosing to consume more goods or services because of cheaper prices [27] and an excessive increase in consumption thresholds, resulting in more resources being consumed. At the same time, the concept of “use rather than possession” allows consumers to decide whether to lease rather than purchase goods. For example, sharing increase the travel frequency and length of stay, which likely leads to have a negative impact on environment [36]. Furthermore, much of the transportation and long-distance travel to use the goods may also cause the resulting emissions to offset the positive environmental impacts brought about by sharing.

3.2. Sharing Products Lack Maintenance Motivation

Due to the sharing of property rights, the products and services of consumption have the nature of quasi-public goods. In the existing operating mode, consumers lack maintenance power during use. The use of products without care will make the material loss and product wear speed exceed the normal loss rate in the private mode, accelerate depreciation and shorten the life of sharing products. This cycle increases the operating and maintenance costs of the platform enterprise. It may also be necessary to scrap old products and accelerate the production of new products to maintain the normal supply of shared products and services. The resulting increase in resource consumption may offset or even exceed the environmental benefits of the sharing.

3.3. Uncertain Ratio of Increased Levels of Welfare and Resource Consumption

Whether the environmental impact of the sharing economy is positive or negative depends on the proportional relationship between the improvement of the overall welfare and the increase in the level of resource consumption when the sharing economy increases consumption. If less increase in the consumption of resources leads to a greater increase in welfare, then such an economic form can be considered to bring environmental benefits. Often, based on common sense, we think that the sharing economy has such a nature that considers its environmental sustainability potential. However, such inferences are not in fact clearly justified, especially for the different types of existing industries. If the level of welfare brought about by the increase in consumption increases, but the processes or the production of new products exceeds the equal proportion of resource consumption and environmental emissions, then environmental benefits will not exist; then, the environmental benefits of the sharing economy will be uncertain.

For example, compared to traditional mobility, sharing mobility attracts consumers to consume more because of higher convenience and lower unit prices. More consumption (longer travel distance) means an increase in consumer welfare, and of course, more resource consumption and environmental emissions. If the marginal resources consumption per unit distance increases more than the marginal increase level of welfare as travel distance increases, the environmental benefits resulting from sharing may gradually disappear. Theoretically, with the increase in the travel distance, the ratio between the increase in the level of welfare and the increase in resource consumption is uncertain. Therefore, regulations are needed to make the marginal increase in resource consumption lower than the increase in welfare in mobility sharing, to ensure its environmental sustainability.

3.4. Other Limiting Factors

Environmental considerations do not necessarily translate into consumption behaviors and motivations in the sharing economy [13,37], which may result in uneven distribution of income and increase inequality [33] and even create a highly competitive market that poses a barrier to potential new players. Additionally, there is the possibility of forming an oligopoly [9]. These are all considered limiting factors for the sustainable economic development of the sharing economy.

Ultimately, the sharing economy has the potential to promote sustainable development, but this resource-saving and environmentally friendly nature is not inherent in this economic form; its actual environmental benefits are still uncertain. Regulation will be crucial to realize its potential.
4. Preliminary Exploration of Conditions

The industry sectors involved in the sharing economy are extremely broad and contain a wide variety of goods and services. Given this diversity, it is relatively difficult to use one metric to determine whether all of these sharing economy models produce positive environmental benefits relative to traditional economic models and the extent of any such benefits. Although studies have shown that under specific conditions and modes, car sharing [38], accommodation sharing [39] and books sharing [40] do bring some positive environmental benefits, actually reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption, such accounting is based on specific industries, specific time periods and in a specific study area. However, the industries involved in the sharing economy are extensive, also spanning many time and regional scales. With these challenges and those of developing criteria for quantification and measurement and the set preconditions, the workload and difficulty of comprehensively and reliably assessing the environmental benefits in quantity of the various industries in the sharing economy is enormous.

Admittedly, such assessment and accounting also have certain research significance. However, where it is clear that the sharing economy has the potential to promote sustainable development, it is more important to study the conditions that give the sharing economy environmental sustainability. Such conditions should mainly be based on the characteristics of the sharing products and services themselves (Section 4.1), as well as the constraints on consumers in the activities (Section 4.2) in the sharing economy.

4.1. Necessary Characteristics for Shared Products and Services

Durability, compatibility, and renewability are necessary characteristics for sharing products or products carrying sharing services.

- **Durability**
  
  One of the key conditions is the durability [12] of the shared products and services. Durability means that products that are put into the sharing market and products that carry sharing services should be high quality and durable, allowing them to withstand more or more intensive use, resulting in longer product life. Planning for the life of a sharing product should strive to allow it to be used as long as possible while fully evaluating the product safety and user experience. By increasing the quality and extending the lives of products, the product life cycle is extended to slow the production of new products and the frequency of placing them in the sharing economy market, thereby reducing the consumption of resources caused by sharing products.

- **Compatibility**
  
  Compatibility means that sharing items produced are compatible with the sharing platform. Through development, the same types of products can be compatible with various sharing platforms, and even cross-category products can be compatible with existing sharing platforms, thus avoiding the need for extra resource investment to create new platforms for new types of sharing products. For example, shared bicycles operated by different platforms can be compatible and used on their respective platforms through standardized protocols. For another example, different kinds of shared products produced by different manufacturers can be operated and used on a unified platform. Shared products and services with such compatibility can ensure the environmental sustainability of the sharing economy.

- **Renewability**
  
  Renewability requires that materials used for the production of sharing products be recyclable [10]. After the product’s life cycle is over, the product can be recycled; the recycling can be either whole or as much as possible to produce a new sharing product. Taking shared bicycles as an example, the scrapping of components and their inability to be recycled [41] are an important reason why
they may lose the environmental benefits from sharing. If the component materials are renewable, new shared bicycles can be produced from them, which may reduce the consumption of resources.

Products and products that carry sharing services that are durable, compatible, and recyclable can minimize the investment and consumption of resources at the level of the product itself for sharing to reduce the offsetting effects of environmental benefits from the sharing economy.

4.2. Constraints for Consumers

In the analysis of limiting factors on the sustainable development of the sharing economy, “abuse” by consumers [9,27] brought about by shared property rights is significant. To make the sharing economy sustainable, there must be constraints on consumers in its operation. Through multiparty regulation, consumer demand should remain at the same level or see a reasonable increase, not experience the excessive growth that is generated by the sharing economy. At the same time, in the operation of the sharing economy, relevant mechanisms should be created to solve the problem of consumers’ careless use of products resulting in an excessive product use loss rate. Meanwhile, products should be effectively maintained by platform operators, and the consumer demand and sharing product loss rate caused by the sharing economy should be kept at reasonable levels to break through these constraints. Under these conditions, the sustainability of the sharing economy is guaranteed.

5. Regulatory Principles and Ideas

5.1. Existing Research

At present, exploration of the potential regulation of the sharing economy seeks mainly to ensure its economic growth and the ability to promote innovation [42–44] and to control legal risks [45–48]. At the same time, some scholars have studied corresponding regulations to avoid the negative social impacts brought about by the sharing economy [44,49,50], existing credit risks [50], platform information security risks [51], labor relations risks [52], and so on.

There are relatively few studies on designing sharing economy regulation with environmental sustainability as the regulatory goal. Based on a wide range of regulatory perspectives, Yuan et al. [53] note that to promote economic growth, environmental regulation of industries must fully stimulate technological innovation, encourage enterprises to actively transform the production process, and encourage all types of environmental investments to ensure environmental protection while meeting the needs of economic growth. Specific to the sharing economy, Demailly et al. [12] assert that as long as it begins on a small scale, the sharing economy should be supported by government to enable it to explore new means of ecological transformation. Governments can provide financial support or help incubate sharing economy enterprises through policy guidance. When a sharing economy enterprise exceeds a certain scale, its environmental performance should be analyzed to assess its environmental benefits. At the same time, what specific economic model governments should support is the most important consideration. Setting policies allows companies to incorporate environmental and sustainability goals into their production and development strategies. Similar to Demailly et al. [12] regarding regulatory intervention and the setting of regulatory intensity at each stage, Einav et al. [54] and Ranchordás [43] stress the importance of timing of regulatory interventions and suggest that early-stage regulation should be loose. Leung et al. [55] point out that alignment to mutual interests, collaboration for shared success, and commitment to social responsibility are three strategies for the sharing economy to reach sustainability.

5.2. Sustainable Development-Oriented Regulatory Principles and Ideas

The sharing economy tends to reshape established markets or establish new markets. It must break free of the legislative ideas and regulatory models of the traditional economy, build a new legal framework that moves away from traditional concepts, and be given responses beyond traditional
regulation [43,49,56,57]. To give full play to the potential of the sharing economy to promote sustainable development, the regulation of the sharing economy must not only regard environmental benefits as one of the important objectives but, more importantly, it must be more intensive than in the traditional economy.

In the traditional economy, private purchases mean complete property rights, and regulators need only regulate producers, such as setting standards for product quality and environmental impact. However, in the sharing economy, property rights are shared, and as a result, all the entities in the system must be regulated, including producers, platform operators and participants; even government regulators play an important part. The rights and responsibilities of each subject must be redefined. This was previously impossible, but with the development of Internet technology and the construction of a social credit system, such operations became feasible. However, this requires breaking the current technology-institutional complex and creating an overall definition of the sharing economy and the principles of regulation at the macro level. At the same time, collaborative governance style [58] may be applied in that participants including producers, consumers, platform operators and government in the sharing economy need to play well their own role and take good advantage of respective capabilities with the common goal of achieving the sustainability of the sharing economy.

Next, Sections 5.2.1–5.2.3 proposes overall principles and ideas for governance and regulation of producers, consumers and platform operators, and guidelines for government regulators in the sharing economy respectively.

5.2.1. For Producer Companies

The products produced by companies for sharing should be durable, compatible and renewable. Companies should ensure product longevity through technical development and improvement based on balancing the safety performance of the product. They should set optimal technical standards and operating instructions so that products can be repaired in cases of partial damage rather than having to be scrapped, and the corresponding technical system can recover the corresponding materials from the respective parts after products are scrapped to produce new product components. The idea of these product characteristics and the entire industry chain from raw material production and procurement to product production to recycling and reproduction are aimed at ensuring environmental benefits of the sharing economy. This requires producer companies to incorporate environmentally friendly and sustainable principles into their own development strategies and production standards, rather than seeking to speed up product changes through changes to production in traditional economies to generate more profit by increasing sales. The transformation and resetting of such corporate strategies and production standards is difficult for businesses to carry out spontaneously in the existing market economy environment. The government must introduce corresponding industrial policies and technical guidelines to regulate them.

5.2.2. For Consumers and Platform Operators

The sharing of property rights dilutes consumers’ responsibility [12] in the operation of the sharing economy. Due to the quasi-public nature of shared products, consumers themselves lack the maintenance power over the shared products without the constraints of rules. As a result, consumers must have their own sense of responsibility and act accordingly. In the process of regulation, it is necessary to restrict consumers’ behavior based on this goal, which can be achieved through regulating operators of shared platforms.

The shared platform operator can use the existing technology to evaluate consumers’ behavior, use the construction of the personal and social credit system to restrict consumers’ behavior through the credit mechanism, prevent damage (whether from malice or carelessness) to shared products, and, through upgrading technology, judge product damage by consumers and use the appropriate credit or economic punishment mechanism to increase the cost of violation to consumers and help consumers establish a sense of responsibility in the sharing of economic participation. At the same
time, platform operators must fully study consumer behavior and establish corresponding mechanisms and frameworks through technology to ensure that consumers are at a reasonable level of consumer demand when using shared products or products that share services and avoid long-term use to meet “excessive demand” so that shared products can flow efficiently between consumers; otherwise, the positive environmental effect of “rebound consumption” in the operation of the sharing economy is weakened.

In addition, the sharing platform operator should assume daily maintenance responsibility for the shared product, establish a normal mechanism to carry out regular maintenance, and promptly submit any products needing repair to the producer enterprise for major damage and component loss. Through these initiatives, the life cycle of shared products will be extended. In addition, when sharing platform operators deploy shared products or services across geographical distances, they should seek to minimize the distances traveled from the producers’ companies or maintenance centers to the market to minimize emissions.

5.2.3. For Government Regulators

As a new economic form, the sharing economy has a reshaping effect on existing markets. It is inevitably incompatible with traditional laws and economic regulation. Government regulators must change their regulatory thinking. Developing in accordance with some of the existing laws and regulations, ultimately, the sharing economy can bring about the improvement of social welfare and become an effective form of sustainable development.

In the early development of a new sharing economy, relatively loose regulation is possible. With the expansion of the economic scale, on the basis of the original laws and regulations governing the traditional economic forms [59], policies and regulations that apply to the sharing economy should gradually expand to fully release its potential. Government regulators must also develop a corresponding framework to form a recognition mechanism for the true form of shared economy, to clarify which industries to support under what conditions and gradually evaluate the environmental benefits of various forms of the sharing economy. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) can be used to estimate environmental impacts associated with all the stages of the shared product’s life [20]. Mechanisms and frameworks that support sharing economy industries that can bring environmental benefits to help promote sustainable development and those that are considered to have no environmental benefits after evaluation can limit their subsequent development and scale expansion after comprehensive consideration. To support shared industries, economic incentives such as tax incentives and financial support, and noneconomic incentives such as development counseling, and aid promotion can be adopted (see Figure 1).
6. Outlook

As a new economic form under the concept of sustainable development, the sharing economy has the potential to become a more effective form sustainable development in practice, but it does not inherently lead to resource conservation and environmental friendliness. The environmental sustainability of the sharing economy is not inevitable. As an emerging model that is highly malleable and intrinsically motivated, if we can explore the conditions that will lead to its environmental sustainability at this early point when the sharing economy has the potential to produce significant innovation and face little developmental resistance, we can adopt reasonable regulations that enable it to produce environmental benefits while being highly economically efficient; further, it can be used to effectively promote sustainable development. This will achieve a win–win situation between economic development goals and environmental protection goals. Such research will be very significant.

Existing research exploring the environmental impact of the sharing economy is still relatively limited. This paper preliminarily addresses the basic conditions for realizing the environmental sustainability of the sharing economy by sharing the factors potentially enabling and limiting economic environment sustainability, but in fact, such conditions are more complicated, especially for different types of sharing economy practices and given the wide range of industries involved, and deeper and more comprehensive qualitative and quantitative research is needed to determine the optimal conditions. Regulatory research taking environmental sustainability as a regulatory goal is still relatively lacking compared to research focused on the traditional considerations.

This paper proposes overall principles and ideas for government regulators and the regulation of producers, consumers, and shared platform operators in the sharing economy and participation. According to the proposed regulatory ideas, taking shared bicycles as an example, relatively loose regulation should be implemented in the early-stage of bicycle-sharing industries. Although the phenomenon like random parking may violate existing laws and regulations, bicycle-sharing has
brought about environmental benefits and potential for sustainability. With the scale expansion of the bicycle-sharing industry, the government should evaluate its environmental benefits through a specific framework. If it does bring environmental sustainability, government should adopt various economic or noneconomic incentives to encourage its development and formulate corresponding new regulations. For manufacturers of shared bikes, regulations should be implemented to make materials and components of bikes with durability, compatibility, and renewability to facilitate the sustainable use and recycling of bicycles. Platform operators of bike-sharing should do their best to maintain their bikes daily, restrict consumers through the incentives or punishment mechanisms to use bikes carefully and reasonably, and maintain the mobility of bike-sharing among different consumers. Through such regulatory principles and ideas, bicycle-sharing industry may have environmental benefits and environmental sustainability. Likewise, the proposed regulatory principles can be applied to other related sharing economy industries. Of course, for different segment industries, different specific regulations will be applied under proposed regulation principles.

However, how to implement these regulatory principles deserves further study. The study of the appropriate regulatory paths should also be combined with considerations of how to incorporate environmentally sustainable objectives into traditional regulations and—at the same time—grasp the different guiding principles of the traditional economic form in regulation.
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